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Abstra t

In this paper, we present a translation pro ess that we have developed to onvert KIF
ontologies into PDDL. This allows us to de ne KIF-based agents that an plan eÆ iently. We
dis uss the diÆ ulties inherent in su h a translation pro ess, and the steps we have taken to
over ome them. This pro ess is translates from only a subset of KIF to a orresponding subset
of PDDL.
1

Introdu tion

It is a fairly ommon s enario that agents
within a multi-agent ommuni ation system require the ability to form plans. However, in
most ir umstan es, a di erent representation
is required for the planner input than for the
agent's internal ontology.
More generally, sharing and reuse of knowledge, and shared vo abularies are be oming inreasingly important issues. If state-of-the-art
PDDL planners an be made to be usable with
knowledge that is not originally represented
in PDDL, through translation pro esses, then
they will be of mu h greater use to the broader
AI ommunity.
We are working with agents that have knowledge represented in KIF [3℄, whi h is a full rstorder ontology language. However, KIF ontologies annot be used as input for any state-ofthe-art planner; full rst order planners are ineÆ ient and slow. Instead, we wish our agents
to use a PDDL-based planner so as to able to
plan eÆ iently. PDDL (Planning Domain Definition Language) is the language developed by
the AIPS-98 Competition Committee for use in

de ning problem domains, and is a ommunity
standard for the representation and ex hange of
planning domain models [2℄. We have therefore
developed a translator that will onvert the essential features of a KIF ontology into a PDDL
representation. We an then use any PDDL
based planner to produ e a plan for a hieving
a given goal, and exe ute this plan within the
KIF based agent system. This is urrently only
a one-way pro ess: the translator will onvert
a KIF ontology into a PDDL representation so
that planning an be performed, but the reverse translation from PDDL to KIF annot
urrently be performed. We have not written
a reverse translation ba k to KIF be ause this
is not ne essary in our system. The plan that
is produ ed, the format of whi h will depend
on the planner used, will need to be translated
into a format that is readable by the KIF agent;
however, this is a small problem be ause the
format of the plan is not omplex, but simply
a sequen e of a tions.
KIF is a representation that supports full
rst-order logi , and PDDL is basi ally a rstorder logi language [4℄, although PDDL only
allows quanti ation over nite domains. It

is not possible to dire tly translate KIF statements that in lude quanti ation over in nite
domains. However, the syntax of PDDL is developed so that it an be onsidered to be a
rst-order representation, with the added proviso that uninstantiated variables and quanti ation over in nite domains are not permitted. Hen e, as long as we an deal with variables that are uninstantiated in the KIF ontology and ex lude in nite domains, we an
regard this pro ess as a rst-order to rstorder translation pro ess. By restri ting the
domain in su h a way, a PDDL planner is able
to unpa k nite onjun tions and disjun tions
in order to produ e a propositional spa e to
sear h through. This removes the overwhelming sear h problems fa ed by a true rst-order
planner.
The representation problems surrounding
planning agents have already been re ognised:
an automati translator between PDDL and
DAML has been developed so that DAML
agents an make use of PDDL planners [6℄.
DAML is not full rst-order, so the translation
problem is more onstrained.
The aim of this paper is to des ribe the
translator module of our ontologi al re nement
system [7, 8℄. We demonstrate that this translator, within the restri tions of our requirements, will produ e PDDL les that orre tly
orrespond to the original KIF ontology, and
that an be pro essed by a PDDL planner to
produ e a plan that is exe utable within this
KIF agent system. We are dealing with fairly
simple KIF ontologies that do not utilise the
full s ope of the KIF language, and this translation pro ess is only equipped to deal with
su h ontologies. This has the e e t that, sin e
the ontologies are relatively simple, the full apabilities of PDDL are not utilised either, beause this is not ne essary for full translations
of our ontologies. It should be stressed that the
motivation for this work is to provide a viable
unit for our ontologi al re nement system; this
problem is not being explored from a general
point of view. Most signi antly, the ontologies we are dealing with do not deal with temporal planning, and thus durative a tions are

not in luded. This paper dis usses the issues
surrounding the translation problem in order
to des ribe how the problem has been ta kled
and what the diÆ ulties are.
2

KIF and PDDL

There are six di erent types of ontologi al obje ts in a KIF ontology: fun tions, relations,
axioms, lasses, individuals and frames. Note
that the term fun tion has a slightly di erent
meaning in KIF and PDDL. In KIF, a fun tion refers to a kind of relation (or predi ate),
that, given instantiations for the rst n-1 arguments, has a pre isely determined value for
the nth argument. On the other hand, a
PDDL predi ate for whi h the above holds is
only referred to as a fun tion if the nth argument is numeri al [2℄. A KIF relation orresponds to a PDDL predi ate, with the exeptions stated above: PDDL predi ates inlude those that are uniquely determined but
non-numeri al, whereas in KIF, these would be
onsidered to be fun tions and not relations.
For the sake of larity, we refer to obje ts that
are alled fun tions in both KIF and PDDL
(i.e. uniquely determined numeri al fun tions)
as numeri al fun tions. A KIF axiom orresponds to a PDDL a tion; that is, a rule
des ribing the pre onditions and e e ts of a
named a tion. KIF lasses orrespond to
PDDL types. KIF frames and individuals
both orrespond to PDDL obje ts. A frame is
an individual that has initial fa ts atta hed to
it; an individual has none. The initial status
of the problem is extra ted from information
ontained within the frames and individuals of
the KIF ontology.
Our KIF ontologies have been developed using the Ontolingua Ontology editor [1, 5℄. This
produ es an HTML page ontaining the whole
ontology, whi h an be saved to a single le.
PDDL requires this le to be translated into
a domain le and a problem le (see Figure 1
and the example below). In PDDL, the domain le ontains information that is general
to the whole domain: the names of predi ates,

the numbers of arguments they take, the axioms, and so on. The problem le ontains the
information that is spe i to a parti ular problem: the individuals, their lasses, the fa ts
and the goal. Hen e a single domain le an
be paired with several di erent problem les.
In KIF the whole ontology is ontained in a
single le. Some types of KIF ontologi al obje ts are put in the problem le, and some in
the domain le, be ause the KIF ontology ontains not only a des ription of the domain, but
also fa ts and individuals. Thus the urrent
state; i.e., what is urrently true, is represented
by fa ts within the KIF ontology. After plan
exe ution has been ompleted, the state will
have hanged. The KIF ontology is not kept
up to date during plan exe ution; instead, the
KIF ontology is updated on e plan exe ution
is omplete, so that the state represented in
the KIF ontology be omes ompatible with the
state a hieved through exe ution of the plan.

Goal

Planning Agent

3

Motivating Example

Consider the situation in whi h a virtual travel
agent is given a goal to pur hase an on-line
plane ti ket. In order to a hieve this goal, several steps must be arried out. For example,
the agent must lo ate a ti ket-selling agent, it
must ensure it has suÆ ient funds, it must work
out the orre t origin and destination for the
ight, and so on. Clearly, before the agent an
a t, it must have a plan for how to a hieve the
goal. Therefore, as soon as the agent identi es
a goal, it sends the whole ontology, together
with a suitable representation of this goal, to
the translator. PDDL les for the ontology are
produ ed, whi h an then be sent to the planner. The planner will produ e a plan for how to
a hieve this goal, whi h an be translated into a
format that is readable by the KIF agent. On e
the KIF agent has the plan, it an then begin
to exe ute the plan steps. In this short example, we have the following ontologi al obje ts
in the original KIF ontology:
(Define-Frame Travel-Agent :Own-Slots
((Instan e-Of Agent)) :Axioms ((Money
Travel-Agent 500)))
(Define-Frame Edinburgh :Own-Slots
((Instan e-Of City)) :Axioms ((Flight
Edinburgh London 300)))

Goal Translator

(Define-Individual London (City) "")

KIF Ontology

PDDL readable
goal
Translator

Problem File

Domain File

PDDL planner

(Define-Fun tion Flight (?Pla e-0
?Pla e-1) :-> ?Value "" :Def (And
(Pla e ?Pla e-0) (Pla e ?Pla e-1)
(Number ?Value)))
(Define-Fun tion Money (?Agent-0)
:-> ?Value ""
:Def (And (Agent ?Agent-0)
(Number ?Value)))
(Define-Class Agent (?X) ""
:Def (And (Thing ?X)))

Plan

Figure 1: Ar hite ture of Translation System

(Define-Class City (?X) ""
:Def (And (Pla e ?X)))
(Define-Class Pla e (?X) ""
:Def (And (Thing ?X)))
(Define-Axiom Book-Flight "" :=
(=> (And (Flight ?Agent-Lo ?Conf-Lo

?Pri e)
(Money ?Agent ?Amount)
(< ?Pri e ?Amount))
(And (Has-Ti ket ?Agent)
(= ?Newamount (- ?Amount
?Pri e))
(Money ?Agent ?Newamount)
(Not (Money ?Agent ?Amount))
)))

There are obje ts referred to in the axiom that
are not de ned in the ontology se tion above:
these are omitted for brevity.
Our translation would produ e the following
PDDL domain le from the above KIF ontology:
(define (domain domain Ont)
(:requirements :strips :fluents :typing)
(:predi ates
(Agent ?Agent)
(Pla e ?Pla e)
(City ?City)
)
(:fun tions
(Money ?Agent)
(Flight ?Pla e1 ?Pla e2)
)
(:a tion Book-Flight
:parameters (?Agent ?City1 ?City2)
:pre onditions (And
(< (Flight
?City1 ?City2)
(Money ?Agent))
(Agent ?Agent)
(City ?City1)
(City ?City2))
:effe ts (And (Has-Ti ket ?Agent)
(de rease
(Money ?Agent)
(Flight ?City1
?City2)))
))

and the following PDDL problem le:
(define (problem problemOnt)
(:domain domainOnt)
(:obje ts London Edinburgh
Travel-Agent
)
(:init

(Agent Travel-Agent)
(City London)
(City Edinburgh)
(= (Money Travel-Agent) 500)
(= (Flight Edinburgh London) 300)
)
(:goal
(Has-Ti ket Travel-Agent)))

4

Translation Pro ess

The translator is written in Prolog and works
largely through pattern mat hing. For example, a key predi ate is the mat hExpression
predi ate, whi h takes a se tion of hara ters
and an identi er that may or may not appear
within that se tion and, if it nds the identier, returns what omes before and after that
identi er, and otherwise fails:
mat hExpression(-BeforeIdentifier,
+Identifier,-AfterIdentifier,+Se tion)

If the identi er appears more than on e
in the expression, the rst appearan e will
always be used. In the above expression,
following the Prolog onvention, + indi ates
that this argument is instantiated when the
predi ate is alled and - indi ates that this
predi ate is uninstantiated when the predi ate
is alled and is instantiated by the predi ate.
That is, mat hExpression is passed an identi er
and a se tion of ode, and returns what omes
before that identi er and what omes after.
For example:
mat hExpression(Before,`Instan e-of ',
After,`(Instan e-of Agent)').

will return:

Before = `('
After = `Agent)'.
4.1

Numeri al Fun tions

The most signi ant di eren e between KIF
and PDDL is the way that numeri al fun tions
are dealt with. The example ontologies in
se tion 3 illustrate that the way in whi h KIF
fun tions are de ned does di erentiate them
from KIF predi ates. The arguments of a

fun tion are de ned, e.g. (?Pla e-0 ?Pla e-1)
than simple as (?Pla e-0
However, when a numeri al
fun tion is referred to in a KIF ontology, either
within an a tion or as an initial fa t, it is dealt
with not as a fun tion but as a predi ate.
For example, a numeri al fun tion might be
des ribed as:
:-> ?Value rather
?Pla e-1 ?Value).

(Define-Fun tion Money (?Agent) :->
?Amount ...,

this would be stated as follows:
(Money ?Agent ?Amount)
^
?Pri e) ^ (> ?Amount ?Pri e)

(Cost ?Item

whereas in PDDL, this would be stated as:
(> (Money ?Agent) (Cost ?Item))

A post ondition for the same a tion might be
that the money that the agent now has is the
original amount less the ost of the item. In
KIF, this would be:

that is, as a fun tion, but a possible instantia- (= ?Newamount (- ?Amount ?Pri e)) ^ (Money
tion would be:
?Agent ?Newamount) ^ (Not (Money (?Agent
(Money Planning-Agent 100),
?Amount))).
so that it looks like a predi ate.
In PDDL, this would be:
In PDDL, the numeri al argument is not (de rease (Money ?Agent) (Cost ?Item))
in luded in the predi ate de nition, but rather
it is written as a fun tion, so that it would be Dealing with this di eren e in represenstated:
tation for numeri al predi ates is by far the
(Money ?Planning-Agent)
most diÆ ult aspe t of the translation pro ess.
and would appear within the fun tion de - It auses some diÆ ulties in writing the
nitions in the domain le rather than in the problem le, though these are not parti ularly
predi ate de nitions.
hard to solve. More omplex are the diÆ ulties
this reates in writing the domain le, and
The spe i value of this fun tion is not parti ularly in the statement of the axioms.
expli itly mentioned. The PDDL planner These problems are dis ussed, together with
would be aware that this had a numeri al our solutions to them, in se tions 4.3 and
value atta hed to it be ause it would be 4.4.1.
de lared within fun tions rather than within
predi ates. Although it appears that information has been lost here, in fa t the value of 4.2 Writing the Problem File
the fun tion is tra ked impli itly by PDDL; A PDDL problem le ontains the spe i dethus the information remains but it is no tails of this parti ular problem within the dolonger expli itly represented. If there is an main des ribed in the domain le. The input
instantiation for this numeri al fun tion in for this pro ess is the goal, and the list onthis initial state, then the value of this would taining all the KIF de nitions relevant for the
be stated as follows:
problem le, whi h are those pertaining to indi(= (Money ?Agent) 100).
viduals. The PDDL problem le needs to ontain:
During the planning pro ess, the PDDL
planner will keep tra k of the value of all  A list of the names of the individuals
the predi ates and these hanging values are  A list of what is true initially, whi h innot referred to spe i ally within the axioms.
ludes:
However, in a KIF axiom, these values must
be referred to and are thus given expli it
{ A list of the lasses of individuals
names. For example, a Buy rule may have a
{ A list of the initial fa ts; i.e. initial
pre ondition that the amount of money the
instantiations of the predi ates
buying-agent has must be greater than the
ost of the item whi h is pur hased. In KIF  The goal

In KIF, fa ts are not stated independently but
instead are atta hed to the rst individual to
whi h they pertain. For example, (Lo ation
Agent1 Timbuktu) would be ontained either
within the de nition of the individual Agent1
or within the de nition of the information
Timbuktu.
The information ( ontained in the list sent to
the problem le) has not been pro essed at this
stage, merely sifted for information relevant to
the problem le. All the de nitions within this
relevant list are exa tly as they appear in the
KIF ontology. The rst step is to pro ess this
list by extra ting the useful information from
the KIF de nitions and forming it into three
lists that orrespond to the three items listed
above (ex luding the goal). This is done by
sear hing for key markers within the de nition.
For example, an individual will either begin
with the statement De ne-Individual, if there
are no fa ts atta hed to this individual de nition, or De ne-Frame if there are atta hed
fa ts. The name of the individual always appears immediately after this initial marker. If
the marker is De ne-Individual, we need only
extra t the lass of this individual. If the maker
is De ne-Frame, we then need to nd the fa ts
atta hed to this individual. These appear in
two di erent pla es, depending on what kinds
of fa ts they are. Some, in luding the lass,
whi h is indi ated by the predi ate instan e-of,
appear in a list soon after the name, and some
appear in a separate list of axioms. The former do not in lude the name of the individual,
whi h must be added in later.
Examples are given below:

This line will add Lu as to the list of individuals, (Agent Lu as) to the list of lasses
and (Has-Paper Lu as Isabelle-Paper-Dvi),
(Lo ation Lu as Edinburgh) to the list of fa ts.
The fa t (Money Lu as 1000) will also be extra ted from this line. However, be ause Money
is a fun tion, it requires further pro essing, and
(= (Money Lu as) 1000) will be added to the
list of fa ts.
On e the entire list of relevant de nitions has
been pro essed, the lists ontaining this information, together with the goal, are passed to a
predi ate whi h writes the problem le. This
will rst write the ne essary initial information,
su h as the name of the problem that is being de ned and the name of the domain within
whi h the problem is des ribed, to the problem
le. The three lists (of individuals, lasses of
individuals and fa ts) are pro essed by simply
writing them, member by member, within the
orre t bra kets and initialisers. Finally, the
goal, whi h has been translated from the Prolog format in whi h it was input to a format
readable by PDDL, is inserted into the orre t
pla e.
4.3

Writing the Domain File

The domain le ontains:
 Predi ates, whi h in ludes:
{ all predi ates that do not have a numeri al value
{ lass names
 Fun tions (non-numeri al predi ates)
(Define-Individual Isabelle-Paper-Dvi
 A tions, whi h ontain the following infor(Dvi-Paper))
mation:
This line, when pro essed, will add
{ a list of all the variables mentioned
Isabelle-Paper-Dvi to the list of individin that a tion
uals and (Dvi-Paper Isabelle-Paper-Dvi) to
the list of lasses.
{ the pre onditions of the a tion
{ the e e ts of the a tion
(Define-Frame Lu as :Own-Slots
((Has-Paper Isabelle-Paper-Dvi)
The relevant lines of de nitions are those
(Instan e-Of Agent)
de ning KIF fun tions, relations, axioms and
(Lo ation Edinburgh))
:Axioms ((Money Lu as 1000)))
lasses. As dis ussed above, KIF fun tions do

not orrespond dire tly to PDDL fun tions,
be ause PDDL only onsiders KIF numeri al
fun tions to be fun tions; non-numeri al fun tions are onsidered to be predi ates. KIF axioms orrespond to PDDL a tions. These input
lines are pro essed to reate four lists of information required by the domain le: a list of
all the predi ates (this in ludes both numeri al
and non-numeri al predi ates, i.e. both KIF
relations and KIF fun tions, and both PDDL
predi ates and PDDL fun tions), a list of the
lasses, a list of the a tions and a list of the
numeri al fun tions. The format of the list of
all the predi ates and the list of the numeri al
fun tions is di erent, be ause the former are
represented as predi ates and the latter as fun tions. In the latter, the predi ates are listed
with the numeri al argument removed (whi h is
how they must be expressed in PDDL, see se tion 2.2), whereas in the predi ates list, be ause
they are not identi ed as being numeri al, they
are listed as a predi ate name, followed by a list
of all the arguments and their lasses. In the
list of a tions, ea h a tion is stored as an a tion
name followed by a list ontaining all the preonditions, as they appear in the KIF ontology,
and all the e e ts.
Writing the domain le is far more omplex
than writing the problem le, largely due to the
diÆ ulties with a tions, whi h are dis ussed below. The le is initialised by stating the name
of the domain le and the PDDL requirements.
The predi ate and lass lists are adapted without too mu h diÆ ulty so that they an be written down in the appropriate pla e. The numeri al fun tion list is used to write down the fun tions. Note that in our system at the moment,
numeri al fun tions are written down both as
predi ates and as fun tions. In the former version they have an extra argument (the numerial argument) whi h is not in luded when they
are written as fun tions. It is fairly trivial to
he k predi ates against the numeri al prediate list and only write down those that are not
numeri al in the ordinary predi ate slot. However, this is not done for reasons dis ussed in
se tion 4.3.1. Expressing these numeri al fun tions twi e in di erent ways and in two di er-

ent de nition areas does not raise problems, as
the planner onsiders them to be two di erent
obje ts.
4.3.1

Pseudo Variables

One of the limitations of PDDL is that it annot deal with uninstantiated variables. This
is be ause, although PDDL appears to be a
rst-order language, most PDDL planners are
in fa t only pseudo- rst-order, and work by reating all possible instantiations of the problem
and sear hing through it, i.e. in a propositional
manner. This is a problem for our system, as
we wish to deal with agent plans in whi h there
are unknowns after planning. For example, an
agent may have a plan to attend a onferen e
whi h involves registering at the onferen e and
thereby re eiving a registration number, and
then using that number when a tually attending the onferen e. Su h on rmation numbers
are useful in an agent system, as they allow
the tra king of external obje ts that the agents
possess, or privileges to whi h they are entitled.
When forming a plan, it is not ne essary, and
indeed impossible, to know what these on rmation numbers are. These an only be instantiated during plan exe ution.
In order to for e PDDL to deal with
these uninstantiated variables, we have developed a lass alled Confirmation-Number and
an individual belonging to that lass alled
Pseudo-Variable. When writing an ontology,
if we are reating an axiom in whi h a parti ular variable annot be instantiated until plan
exe ution, the individual Pseudo-Variable is
inserted in pla e of this variable. This variable may or may not be numeri al; that is,
this pseudo-variable will sometimes be found in
predi ates that PDDL onsiders to be ordinary
predi ates, and sometimes in predi ates that
PDDL onsiders to be fun tions. However, if
we are using Pseudo-Variable as a pla e holder
in a predi ate in some a tion, we do not want
this predi ate to be onsidered to be a fun tion,
sin e this means that PDDL will expe t to be
able to assign a spe i numeri al value to it.
When we are dealing with numeri al fun -

tions, we either want them to be onsidered as
ordinary predi ates, if the numeri al argument
is repla ed by Pseudo-Variable, or as fun tions if it is not. The diÆ ulty is that these
Pseudo-Variable markers do not appear in the
de nition of the predi ates, but only within
spe i a tions. It is impossible to tell from
the de nition of a numeri al fun tion whether
we will want to deal with it as a predi ate or
as a fun tion. For this reason, sin e it does
not reate a problem with the planner, we dene numeri al fun tions as both predi ates and
fun tions (with one less argument), thus allowing PDDL to onsider them as either, depending on the axiom it is urrently dealing with.
4.3.2

Creating A tions

One of the more diÆ ult tasks involved in writing the domain le is dealing with the numerial fun tions within the a tions. In a tion de nitions, it is not simply a ase of inserting de nitions. Instead, we must deal with arithmeti
operations. An example of a KIF rule ontaining arithmeti operations, and its PDDL equivalent, are given below:
KIF rule:

The rst step is to alter the logi of the KIF
to bring it in line with the logi of PDDL.
That is, turn the KIF predi ates into fun tions
by removing the expli it representation of the
value. For example:
(Money ?Agent ?Amount)

would be folded to the fun tion:
(Money ?Agent).
It appears that information has been lost
in this pro ess. However, the information
ontained in the variable ?Amount still exists,
it is just not expli it. PDDL tra ks the values
of all of the fun tions: a value will have been
de lared for (Money ?Agent) either initially
or in a previous rule. The value ontained
in ?Amount will be assigned impli itly to the
PDDL fun tion, and thus there is no need to
represent it expli itly. However, we annot
immediately forget about the variable ?Amount,
be ause this will be used at other stages of the
rule to refer to the value of (Money ?Agent).
It is still ne essary to link these fun tions to
the variable that represented their value, so
that we know how these should be repla ed
within the arithmeti . ?Amount is a marker
for the value of (Money ?Agent), and one an
always refer to ?Amount at any pla e in the
KIF pre onditions or e e ts of that a tion,
and this will be a referen e to the value of
(Money ?Agent). Thus, if we wish to hange
the amount of money, we an hange the value
of ?Amount and assert this as the new argument
of the predi ate:

(Define-Axiom Buy "" :=
(=> (And (Pri e ?Item ?Cost)
(Money ?Agent ?Amount)
(Lo ation ?Agent ?Shop)
(< ?Cost ?Amount))
(And (Has ?Agent ?Item)
(= ?Newamount (- ?Amount ?Cost))
(Money ?Agent ?Newamount)
(Not (Money ?Agent ?Amount))))) (= ?NewAmount (- ?Amount ?Cost)) ^ (Money
?Agent ?NewAmount) ^ (Not (Money ?Agent
PDDL rule:
?Amount)).
(:a tion Buy
:parameters (?Item ?Agent ?Shop)
:pre onditions: (And (< (Pri e ?Item)
(Money ?Agent))
(Lo ation ?Agent ?Shop)
(Agent ?Agent)
(Item ?Item)
(Shop ?Shop))
:effe ts: (And (de rease (Money ?Agent)
(Pri e ?Item))
(Has ?Agent ?Item))
)

When we treat these predi ates as fun tions,
we lose this value marker. In PDDL, it is not
ne essary to have a marker for the value of a
fun tion, be ause these values are automatially tra ked by the planner. However, when
we are translating to PDDL, we need to keep
a re ord of these markers so as to be able to
determine where these new fun tions should
be pla ed. Thus, the following translation
takes pla e:

(f ?~x ?y) ^  ) f?y=(f ?~x)g

numeri al fun tion (Money ?Agent), be ause
the value of this fun tion is hanged by the
rule. In KIF, there is no problem with having
the same predi ate with di erent markers, as
the markers distinguish them. However, if we
were to repla e both these markers by the
fun tions to whi h they are atta hed, we would
have two o urren es of the same fun tion,
(Money ?Agent), whi h would ea h time take a
di erent value. For example, this would lead
to statements su h as:

In the above expression, f indi ates a
fun tion, ?~x indi ates one or more variables,
?y indi ates a single variable and  indi ates
the whole of the pre onditions and e e ts.
f?y=(f ?~x)g indi ates the pre onditions
and e e ts, with every o urren e of (f ?~x)
repla ed by the variable ?y; ?y is the marker
for the fun tion (f ?~x).
The rst thing to be done is to strip all
the predi ates that will be ome numeri al (= (Money ?Agent) (- (Money ?Agent) (Pri e
fun tions from the rule, keeping a re ord of ?Item)))
their markers, and then repla e any o urren e whi h, sin e (Pri e ?Item) has a non-zero
of these markers with the numeri al fun tions. value, is not logi ally onsistent. The reason
these in onsisten ies o ur is be ause we
For example:
have, at this stage, hanged the logi but not
hanged the syntax. Sin e these predi ates
:pre onditions (And (Money ?Agent ?Amount)
have
now be ome fun tions, we have no
(Pri e ?Item ?Cost) (< ?Cost Amount)
need
to
assign values to them in the previous
(Lo ation ?Agent ?Shop))
manner: we do not need an equality statement.
For
this reason, we do not repla e markers
:effe ts (And (= ?NewAmount (- ?Amount
that ome immediately after an equals sign.
?Cost)) (Money ?Agent ?NewAmount) (Not
Instead, we leave them in for this stage of the
(Money ?Agent ?Amount)))
rewriting, and remove them later when the syntax is altered. So, after we have repla ed the
would rst of all be ome:
markers with the numeri al fun tions, we have:
Pre onditions: (And (< ?Cost ?Amount)
(Lo ation ?Agent ?Shop))
Effe ts: (And (= ?NewAmount (- ?Amount
?Cost))),

with stored information:

[?Amount(Money ?Agent),?Cost(Pri e
?Item),?NewAmount(Money ?Agent)℄

The role in KIF of these predi ates that
have been removed is to reate an identi er for
the value. That is, by stating (Money ?Agent
?Amount) in the KIF pre onditions, we have
de lared that ?Amount is the temporary name
given to the amount of money that ?Agent has.
In PDDL, su h de larations are unne essary
be ause we do not need an expli it way of
referring to the value. Thus these de larations
are stripped from the pre onditions. Note that
we now have two di erent markers for the

Pre onditions: (And (< (Pri e ?Item)
(Money ?Agent)) (Lo ation ?Agent ?Shop))
Effe ts: (And (= ?NewAmount (- (Money
?Agent) (Pri e ?Item))))

with stored information:

[?NewAmount(Money ?Agent)℄

We now need to alter the syntax so that
it is also in line with PDDL. There are three
di erent types of operators that we need to
onsider: omparative operators, arithmeti al
operators and assignment operators. For
omparative operators, the syntax of KIF
mat hes the syntax of PDDL: on e we have
repla ed the markers with the fun tions, we
already have a readable PDDL omparator:
(< (Pri e ?Item) (Money ?Agent))

However, arithmeti al and assignment
operators are rather more omplex. In KIF,
assignment operators are always signalled by
an equals sign, and the manner in whi h the
assignment is being made is ontained within
the equality. For example,:

(Pri e ?Item)))

(= ?NewAmount (- ?Amount ?Cost))

will eventually be ome:

(+ (Pri e ?Item1) (Pri e ?Item2) (Pri e
?Item3))))

However, if the variable that was being
assigned a value (in this ase ?NewAmount)
did not orrespond to a fun tion within the
equality statement, we would use assign. For
example, if ?NewAmount was a marker for a
fun tion (Random-Value), the above statement
would be onverted to:

However, this would still not be orre t
PDDL. In KIF, the arithmeti fun tion +
an take two or more arguments, whereas in
PDDL, + an only take exa tly two arguments.
Thus, if we nd a + expression with more than
two arguments, they must be nested. So the
e e ts would be ome:

In this situation, be ause the arithmeti al operator is not ontained within the assignment
operator, as it is in de rease, it must be used
expli itly. Thus arithmeti al operators are not
always onsumed by assignment operators;
(= ?NewAmount (- ?Amount ?Cost))
this depends on the situation.
means assign to the variable ?NewAmount the Sometimes, KIF statements assign values to
value of ?Amount less the value of ?Cost. variables that do not orrespond to fun tions
The arithmeti al operator - gives further at all. For example:
information about the way in whi h the value
is assigned: in order to nd the value of Pre onditions: (And (Pri e ?Item1 ?Cost1)
?NewAmount, we de rease ?Amount by a ertain (Pri e ?Item2 ?Cost2) (Pri e ?Item3
amount. In PDDL, there are ve assignment ?Cost3) (Money ?Agent ?Amount))
operators: assign, s ale-up, s ale-down,
in rease and de rease. So an expression in Effe ts: (And (= ?Total (+ ?Cost1 ?Cost2
KIF that requires two arithmeti al operators, = ?Cost3)) (= ?NewAmount (- ?Amount ?Total))
and -, an be represented in PDDL by a single (Money ?Agent ?NewAmount))
operator, de rease. Likewise, an equality
statement ontaining a + would orrespond to This is similar to the pre onditions and
in rease, one ontaining a * would orrespond e e ts of the rule above, ex ept that we have
to s ale-up, and one ontaining a / would a variable ?Total whi h is a pla e holder for
orrespond to s ale-down. We use these four an expression, rather than a marker for a
assignment operators, as opposed to simply fun tion. This is dealt with in a similar way to
assign, be ause the fun tion to whi h the the fun tion markers. The variable ?Total is
value is being assigned is the same as one of removed from the expression but information
the fun tions in the arithmeti expression: about what it is referring to is retained. It an
in this ase, we are nding a new value for then be inserted into the statement at a later
(Money ?Agent) by altering the old value by stage. This would eventually lead us to:
the amount represented by (Cost ?Item).
However, if we are assigning a value to a Pre onditions: (And ())
di erent fun tion, we use assign. In our above
example,
Effe ts: (And (de rease (Money ?Agent)
(de rease (Money ?Agent) (Pri e ?Item))

(assign (Random-Value) (- (Money ?Agent)
(Pri e ?Item)))
or perhaps ?NewAmount refers to the money

another agent. We would then have:

of

(assign (Money ?Agent1) (- (Money ?Agent)

Effe ts: (And (de rease (Money ?Agent)
(+ (Pri e ?Item1) ( + (Pri e ?Item2)
(Pri e ?Item3)))))

We have similar problems with the other
arithmeti al operators, and they are dealt with
in a similar manner.
Although there are ertain ompli ations
with the translation of pre onditions and effe ts, some of whi h have been dis ussed above,
it is nevertheless relatively straightforward to
show that every ase has been onsidered.
There are a small number of KIF operators
whi h orrespond to a small number of PDDL
operators and so, on e the translation of some
has been implemented, it is not diÆ ult to generalise it so that it an apply to any KIF arithmeti al statement.
On e the pre onditions and the e e ts
have been pro essed, all that remains to be
done is to identify the variables used in the
a tion, so that these an be de lared. This is
done simply by building a list of variables by
stripping all the variables from the pro essed
pre onditions and post onditions, and then
removing any dupli ates from this list. This
must be done after the pre onditions and
e e ts have been pro essed, as otherwise we
will de lare variables that do not appear in
the pro essed pre onditions and e e ts, su h
as ?NewAmount or ?Total.
On e these three lines of information:
the variables (parameters), the pre onditions
and the e e ts, have been developed, the
a tion an very easily be written down in the
orre t pla e in the le. All that remains is to
lo ate the name of the a tion and pla e that
in the proper pla e.
In summary, the main hanges that need to
be made are:
1. Remove the numeri al argument from KIF
numeri al predi ates, so that the predi ate
is folded into a PDDL fun tion.
2. Remove all o urren es of that numeri al
predi ate that do not appear in an arithmeti al expression from the rule; these are
there to assign values to the predi ate, and
are not ne essary for PDDL fun tions.
3. Repla e all o urren es of the marker (the

name of the numeri al variable in KIF)
with the PDDL fun tion.
4. Rearrange the arithmeti and the assignment operators a ordingly.
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Evaluation

and

Fur-

ther Work

We have evaluated the translator from a purely
pra ti al point of view by plugging it in as a
omponent of our dynami ontology re nement
system [7, 8℄. In su h a ontext, it is required
to, and has proved apable of, automati ally
reading the KIF ontology, pro essing the ontology to produ e the two PDDL les, passing
these les to the planner, and re eiving a plan
from the planner. This plan is then interpreted
and exe uted within the agent system. Frequent manual he ks have been made to onrm that the PDDL les orrespond orre tly
to the KIF ontology, and that the plan produ ed by the planner is indeed valid a ording
to the KIF ontology. However, we do not laim
that our translation pro ess urrently provides
a full solution to the problem of translation
from KIF to PDDL. The breadth of ontologies
it has been tested on is not parti ularly wide.
We know, for example, that some numeri al operations have not been in luded in the translator be ause we do not urrently have any need
for them. More signi antly, we are not dealing
with temporal a tions in our ontologies. The
purpose of the urrent translator is as a working omponent of the system, rather than as an
all-purpose KIF to PDDL translator. However,
we believe that these missing operators ould
be added into the translator without mu h difulty, and we anti ipate that, with a limited
amount of extra work, this translator ould be
made to translate from any nitely quanti ed
KIF ontology to readable PDDL-1.2 les. We
have not urrently investigated how diÆ ult it
would be to translate ontologies that ontain
temporal a tions and thus make use of the the
extensions to PDDL ontained in PDDL-2.1.
We have also not investigated what ould be

done with universal quanti ation in a KIF ontology so that some version of this ontology
ould be represented in PDDL.
The next stage of development for the translator would be to prove soundness and ompleteness for the translation pro ess. As disussed previously, there is no question that the
translation pro ess is sound for the whole of
KIF; there are many KIF expressions that annot be represented under the urrent translation fun tion, sin e we are only dealing with ontologies written in a subset of KIF. However, if
we restri t the proof to a subset of KIF, then it
should be possible to show that the rules of the
translation pro ess will take any KIF ontology
within this subset and produ e a logi ally valid
PDDL representation. This an be proved by
forming a Herbrand model of a KIF ontology
and showing that this an be translated to a
model of a PDDL representation that is logially equivalent to the KIF and also exe utable
by a PDDL planner. This work will be undertaken in the near future and, sin e we are
on dent that the translation is sound for the
subset of KIF with whi h we are working, this
should not reate diÆ ulties. The next goal
would be to widen the translation pro ess to a
larger subset of KIF, and eventually produ e a
translation fun tion that is sound for the whole
of KIF.
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